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NXS0017
 
SpaceRocketFloki – BSC
 
0xb6f79cd1c8d59b7edc3b58672042f2f862027cd4
 
Total Supply – 10,000,000,000,000 (at the time of launch)  
 
Contract Link – https://bscscan.com/address/0xb6f79cd1c8d59b7edc3b58672042f2f862027cd4
 
Compiler version – v0.8.7+commit.e28d00a7
 
Optimization Enabled – Yes with 200 runs
 
Start block – 13280154
 
Contract deployer’s address – 0x1021cdf20acba79a695ee94c62de7545a445d699

Security Issues:

High severity:
None

Medium severity:
The maximum transaction amount can be changed by the owner.

Any wallet can be blacklisted from selling. 

Low severity:
The marketing, buyback, developer and liquidity fees can be changed by the owner.
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Issue Checking Status:

1. Compiler errors: Passed

2. Race conditions/Reentrancy: Passed

3. Possible delays in data delivery: Passed

4. Front running vulnerability: Passed

5. Timestamp dependence: Passed

6. Integer Overflow and Underflow: Passed

7. DoS with revert: Passed

8. DoS with blocklimit: Passed

9. Methods execution platform: Passed

10. Economy model of smart contract: Passed

11. Impact and exchange rate of logic: Passed

12. Private user data leaks: Passed

13. Malicious event log: Passed

14. Hidden malicious functions: Passed

15. Scoping and declaration: Passed

16. Uninitialized storage pointers: Passed

17. Arithmetic accuracy: Passed

19. Design logic: Passed

19. Cross-fall race conditions: Passed

20. Proper openzeppelin contract implementation and usage: Passed

21. Fallback function safety: Passed
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What was the thought process behind the Space Rocket Floki smart contract? 
Why this contract over any other?

We built the smart contract to serve the specific needs of Space Rocket Floki using 
tokenomics that we believe are the best fit to make our project move forward.
Marketing, automatic liquidity, reflections and developer taxes speak for themselves. 
Besides that we have seen the buyback wallet work wonders for other projects and
we also wanted funds to be able to run community competitions and giveaways! 

Is your team renouncing ownership? Explain why or why not, and how it would be 
beneficial.

Our team will not be renouncing ownership because we don't believe it would be
beneficial for the project. We want to be able to adapt to any new situations even if that 
means redeploying into a new contract or making changes to the current one - even if 
the contract serves it's purposes now it is impossible to predict what the future might 
hold for us. For example if we want to get listed on a big exchange sometime in the 
future we want to be able to redeploy to a new contract and adapt it to the requirements 
of the exchange.

Does your team have experience within the DeFi environment? Are you prepared 
to run this project diligently?

Our team of developers have experience in developing high-quality dapps for different 
projects, they have decided to remain anonymous for the moment being - but they
have discussed coming forward and talking about their previous experience at a later 
time of the project, it is not set in stone though. Everyone in the team has some kind
of experience in the DeFi environment, some as a community manager, some with
marketing, some with coding etc. We are more than prepared to run this project very 
diligently. We plan to run this project in a more serious manner than the majority of new
cryptocurrencies on the BSC.

Please explain your team’s choices in distributing Space Rocket Floki upon launch 
and how you believe it will be beneficial to the project.

We have chosen to distribute 51% to the Pcs LP, and 29% for the presale. The remain-
ing 20% is split between the staking wallet, marketing wallet, buyback/competition 
wallet and team wallet.  SRF's main focus is the Staking platform and we need to set 
aside a good amount of coins to create a WSRF - WSRF pool where investors will be 
rewarded WSRF for staking WSRF. Marketing is one of the biggest keys to growing a 
cryptocurrency so we believe distributing tokens to the marketing wallet will ultimately 
help us grow. Keeping coins in the buyback/competition wallet will help us host exciting 
giveaways and competitions that will keep the community engaged! We gave a lot of 
thought to how we would distribute our coins and I believe we have chosen the most 
beneficial way to distribute SRF.



Please send us any questions or concerns whatsoever.

Ape@NexusSolidity.com

NXS0017

Space Rocket Floki - BSC

0xb6f79cd1c8d59b7edc3b58672042f2f862027cd4

https://spacerocketfloki.com

https://t.me/SpaceRocketFloki

https://twitter.com/SpceRocketFloki

CERTIFIED


